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Marilyn Manson - Cruci-Fiction In Space
Tom: E

   Album: Holy Wood
As tabbed by Joe Muggah

Tuned down 1/2 step and dropped D

Verse A (Guitar 1, palm muted and repeated a lot)

Chorus A (Guitar 1)

("This is evolution...")

Chorus B (Synthasizer arranged for guitar 2)

Post-Chorus A (Guitar 1)

("We are dead and tomorrow's cancelled...")

Post-Chorus B (Guitar 2)

Bridge

("In our space...")

Verse B (Guitar 2)

Verse A
Chorus A, B
Verse A
Chorus A, B
Post-Chorus A, B
Bridge
Verse A, B
Guitarist: John 5
Album: Holy Wood (In The Shadow Of The Valley Of Death)
Dif.: 6
Tabbed by Twiggy5

NOTE: I know for sure that this song is tuned down cause it's
a real fucking heavy

ass song but this tab is for a standard tuned 7 string. But if
you wanna learn it on
a six string, tune it to Wes Borlands tuning (C#,F#,E,B,G#,Db
) and play 2 frets down.
So if it says 244 on the low B play open Db okay okay......
Intro:

Chorus ("this is evolution...)

Bridge 1 ("We?re are dead..?)

Interlude 2 ("In our space..?)

Outro (Gtr arr. for synth.)

That's it. Love this song, it's just so heavy and I love what
Manson did with this song
on the Gods, Guns And Government Tour. It's was awseome. Well
if you have any
comments, corrections, suggestions ToX
===========          Tabbed by :
          Album     : Holy Wood (In The Shadow Of The Valley
Of Death)
          Key :
          pm.. = palm mute notes with a . underneath
          Tuning: (from low to high) C#,F#,B,E,G#,Db
          Distorted intro : (repeat this approximately 8,592
times)

          pm  . . . . . . . .
          Chorus : ("This is evolution...")

          Bridge #1 : ("We are dead....")

          Interlude #2 : ("In our space...")

          Outro : ("This is evolution...")

          pm  . . . . . . . .
          Outro Synth (for guitar) :

Acordes


